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SUMMARY

Lithium metal batteries are considered to have great potential as
rechargeable batteries in next-generation energy storage devices.
However, the generation of dead lithium and lithium dendrites
caused by the rupture of the solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) dur-
ing cycling limits the application of lithium metal batteries. While
tremendous efforts have been devoted to modification of SEI, the
long-term and stable use of residual SEI has rarely been studied.
Herein, we design a LiF-rich three-dimensional SEI framework
(3DSF) formed in a toroidal magnetic field. This 3DSF can induce
the uniform bottom-up deposition of lithium metal in the channel
structure and realize 1,300 cycles at a high current density of 50
mA/cm2. The capacity of the battery paired with a highmass-loading
LiFePO4 cathode (18.3 mg/cm2) maintains 98.2% at 1 C after 150 cy-
cles. This work provides a simple and practical strategy for the addi-
tive free development of lithium metal battery technology.

INTRODUCTION

Lithium ion batteries have the disadvantage of low energy density owing to the prin-

ciple of intercalation chemistry, which limits the further development of portable

electronic devices and electric vehicles.1–4 Therefore, to meet the requirements of

higher energy density, it is generally believed that lithium metal batteries have suf-

ficient potential to become a new generation of energy storage systems.5–7 Lithium

metal anode has a high theoretical capacity and a low redox potential, known as the

"holy grail" in battery materials.8–10 However, two serious problems in the cycling

process of lithium metal batteries have been hindering their further commercial ap-

plications.11–13 The first one is that the organic components in the solid-electrolyte

interphase (SEI) layer produced by the contact between the electrolyte and the

lithium metal are prone to crack, leading to the re-contact of the lithium with the

electrolyte and the unrestricted generation of SEI. This will lead to the continuous

loss of lithium source and rapid capacity decay of the lithium metal battery. Second,

the rapid growth of lithium dendrites will puncture the separator and cause short cir-

cuit, resulting in serious safety problems. To address these two problems, many ef-

forts have focused on three-dimensional current collectors,14–21 electrolyte addi-

tives in order 22–26 and artificial SEI layers27–30 in recent years. Three-dimensional

current collectors with high specific surface area and abundant active sites enable

uniform deposition of Li near the electrode surface. The electrolyte additives can

form a more stable SEI. The strategy of artificial SEI is to block the direct contact be-

tween the electrolyte and lithium metal to inhibit the growth of lithium metal den-

drites. However, each of these three solutions introduce extra battery components,
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 101080, October 19, 2022 ª 2022 The Author(s).
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of lithium depositing/stripping behaviors under different magnetic

field situations

(A–F) (A) Li deposition behaviors without magnetic field, (B) Li stripping behaviors without magnetic

field, (C) Li deposition behaviors with VMF, (D) Li stripping behaviors with VMF, (E) Li deposition

behaviors with TMF, (F) Li stripping behaviors with TMF.
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which increase the battery cost and weight, and are not conducive to the commer-

cialization of lithium metal batteries. Most researchers believe that the naturally

formed SEI is not conducive to the cycling performance of lithium metal batteries.

However, LiF,31–33 Li2O,34 and other inorganic components in natural SEI have

been proved to have goodmechanical strength and lithium ion conductivity. If these

characteristics of residual SEI can be used to guide the transport and deposition of

lithium ions, it will allow us to ‘‘turn waste into treasure’’ without additional costs.

Herein, a toroidalmagnetic field (TMF) is introduced to regulate themotionbehaviors of

the ions, which results in the planarized ultra-dense growth of lithiummetal and gener-

ates LiF-rich three-dimensional SEI framework (3DSF). The pore size and thickness of the

3DSF can be precisely controlled by the current density and deposition capacity. The

3DSF has high ionic conductivity, which can induce the growth of lithium metal inside

the pores without dendrites from bottom to top in the subsequent cycles. The 3DSF

has strong mechanical strength and maintains its morphology during multiple lithium

deposition and desorption processes. With 3DSF constructed by the TMF, the lithium

metal battery exhibits superior electrochemical performance, and the lithiumsymmetric

battery can withstand an ultra-high current density of 50 mA/cm2 for more than 1,300

cycles. It can cycle 1,000 times at a current density of 3 C when paired with the lithium

iron phosphate cathode. Combined with the above-mentioned cost-free improvement

and performance enhancement, we believe this research can promote the commercial-

ization of lithium metal battery.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Formation mechanism of 3DSF under TMF

As illustrated in Figure 1, the deposition and stripping behaviors of lithiummetal un-

der three different magnetic field conditions (no magnetic field, vertical magnetic

field [VMF], and TMF) are compared. With no magnetic field, the lithium ions are
2 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 101080, October 19, 2022
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completely affected by the local high current, and an uneven flux of Li+ will appear on

the surface of the current collector, resulting in the growth of lithium dendrites.

At the stripping stage, the dendrite-like SEI shell are prone to being crushed, and

the remaining lithium metal become dead lithium owing to the disconnection

from the current collector (Figures 1A and 1B). Under the VMF, the growth of lithium

dendrites is inhibited. However, lithium metal exhibits sparse deposition and irreg-

ular spheres form around the current collector protrusions because of the selected

Li+ flux. After the lithium is stripped, a fragile and irregular SEI layer is left, along

with the dead lithium (Figures 1C and 1D). Under the TMF, the lithiummetal exhibits

a planar and bottom-up growth on account of the homogeneous Li+ flux. After Li

stripping, a stable and dense 3DSF structure is formed. During stripping, lithium is

uniformly peeled off layer by layer from top to bottom and the 3DSF structure is

kept. Even if the TMF is removed during the subsequent Li redepositing process,

Li ions can be uniformly deposited under the induction of stable Li channels pro-

vided by the 3DSF (Figures 1E and 1F). Based on the particularity of TMF, two factors

are believed to contribute to the formation of 3DSF: ‘‘the disorder homogenization

effect of lithium ions’’ and the ‘‘slow ion diffusion effect.’’

In recent years, many works have focused on the application of VMFs in lithiummetal

anodes.35–40 Owing to the existence of lithium dendrites, lithium ions are attracted

by the local high current, which promotes the growth of lithium dendrites (Fig-

ure S1A). The VMF can make the lithium ions deviating from the magnetic field

line and move in a circular motion around the tip owing to the Lorentz force. The ve-

locity of the horizontal direction can slightly resist the attraction of the lithium

dendrite (Figure S1B). However, just like a meteorite that strays into the gravitational

range of a black hole, Li ions are often difficult to get rid of the attraction of lithium

dendrites, which further promotes the growth of lithium dendrites. In the final anal-

ysis, it is because the velocity of getting rid of the attraction of lithium dendrites un-

der the VMF is not fast enough. According to the Lorentz force formula:

F = QVaB; (Equation 1)

where Q is the charged amount of the Li ion, B is the magnetic field strength, and Va

is the velocity of the Li ion in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field when

the ion is moving. Combined with the formula for the circular motion of the particle:

F = mVb
2
�
r ; (Equation 2)

where m is the mass of the Li ion, Vb is the velocity of the Li ion in circular motion,

which can be understood as the velocity of getting rid of the lithium dendrite attrac-

tion, and r is the radius of the Li ion’s circular motion. Substituting Equation (2) into

Equation (1), we have:

QVaB = mVb
2
�
r : (Equation 3)

In general, Vb, the velocity to get rid of the dendrite attraction, is positively related to

the Va, which is perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field line. In the VMF,

Va is generated by the attraction of the tip, which is a process with a short time and a

short acceleration path. However, in the TMF, since the direction of the magnetic

field is not parallel to the movement direction of the lithium ions at the initial posi-

tion, the lithium ions fall in a spiral motion after entering the magnetic field, and

the Va will increase with the driving of the electric field force. The Vb is much larger

than the escape velocity in the VMF, so Li ion can get rid of the attraction of the local

high current at the lithium dendrites. Therefore, lithium ions can be uniformly depos-

ited in the form of spiral motion under the TMF (Figure S1C), which is defined as the

disorder homogenization effect of lithium ions.
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 101080, October 19, 2022 3
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In contrast, the anion (TFSI�) in the solution will also be affected by the magnetic

field, so the TFSI� ions in the electrolyte also have a spiral motion under the TMF.

However, unlike lithium ions, TFSI� ions suffer a much greater resistance from the

electrolyte owing to their larger volume. More important, the spiral motion orbit of

TFSI� will increase the movement path of the ion, decreasing the transference

number of TFSI� because of the additional drag effect of the electrolyte (Fig-

ure S2A). Compared with the scenarios without magnetic field and in the VMF,

the transference ratios of Li ions to TFSI� are basically unaffected (Figure S2B).

To verify that the Li+ and TFSI� will increase the movement path, COMSOL simu-

lation was completed to show the trajectories of ions (Figure S3). In the absence of

a magnetic field, the ions fall toward the center, which has the local high current

density area. And this also indicates the reason for the rapid growth of lithium den-

drites in the absence of a magnetic field (Figure S3B). The VMF enhances the resis-

tance to the attraction of the localized high current area, but the movement path of

the ions becomes smaller (Figure S3C). This results in Li metal exhibiting sparse

deposition and irregular sphere formation. However, the ions are in a downward

spiral state under the TMF, which greatly increases the travel path (Figure S3A).

The transference of TFSI� is greatly hindered under the resistance of the electro-

lyte. Since the total current density through the electrolyte solution is the sum of

the current densities of positive and anion transference. Therefore, the decrease

in the TFSI� transference number means an increase in the transference number

of lithium ions. As shown in Figures S4A and S4B, the lithium ion transference num-

ber of the lithium Li||Li symmetric battery was tested. Under the TMF, the lithium

ion transference number is as high as 0.90, while the lithium ion transference num-

ber in the absence of magnetic field is 0.66. It can be seen that the addition of the

TMF can indeed effectively increase the lithium ion transference. So, the effect of

the TMF on reducing the TFSI� ion transference number is called the slow ion

diffusion effect. Many works have reported that enhancing the lithium ion transfer-

ence number can effectively suppress the growth of lithium dendrites. If the lithium

ions migrate fast enough in the electrolyte, the lithium ion concentration gradient

around the electrode is small. This results in the unoriented and bulk growth of the

lithium metal. The TMF practically accelerates the transference of lithium ions,

which can provide sufficient lithium ions with a low concentration gradient even

during high current density deposition, suppressing the lithium dendrite forma-

tion. The TMF can also reduce the exchange current density at the electrode sur-

face. As shown in Figures S4C and S4D, the exchange current density of the Li||Li

symmetric battery is 0.33 mA/cm2 under the TMF, which is nearly three times less

than the exchange current density (1.04 mA/cm2) without the magnetic field.

Owing to the slow ion diffusion effect, it can accelerate the transport of lithium

ions on the electrode surface, decrease the lithium ion concentration polarization

(Cb Li+/Cs Li
+), and then decrease the exchange current density. At low exchange

current density, the lithium deposition exhibits a low aspect ratio structure.

Compared with Li dendrites, this uniform bulk structure can in turn lead to more

uniform local current density distribution, decreasing the surface electric field

distortion and enabling more uniform Li metal growth. To macroscopically observe

the growth of lithium under TMF, in situ optical microscopic images of Li||Cu bat-

tery at 20 mA/cm2 are exhibited in Figure S5. The lithium dendrite formed on the

copper foil after 5 min and grew rapidly into a forest shape within 30 min

(Figure S5A). In contrast, the copper foil showed flat growth with no visible den-

drites for 30 min at such a large current density under TMF (Figure S5B). More

important, under the same deposition capacity, the thickness of the lithium layer

with TMF is much lower than that of the battery without the influence of the mag-

netic field.
4 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 101080, October 19, 2022



Figure 2. SEM images of the lithium deposition with TMF

(A–D) (A) 15 min, (B) 30 min, (C) 45 min, and (D) 60 min at 1 mA/cm2.

(E–H) (E) SEM images of 3DSF after stripping Li, (F) magnified SEM images of the 3DSF, (G) F element mapping, and (H) Cu element mapping.

(I–L) SEM images of the lithium deposition in 3DSF without TMF for (I) 15 min, (J) 30 min, (K) 45 min, and (L) 60 min.
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Characterization of lithium deposition and 3D SEI framework

To explore the growth process of lithium metal under the TMF, Figures 2A–2D pre-

sent the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of electrodepositing for

15 min, 30 min, 45 min, and 60 min at a current density of 5 mA/cm2, respectively.

It can be observed that, when deposited for 15 min, lithium metal has been depos-

ited as two layers. The lower layer is an ultra-dense structure, as mentioned. The up-

per layer exhibits a cylindrical structure with a larger volume than that of the lower

layer. As the lithium deposition continues, the diameter and number of lithium block

increase, the lithium deposition becomes denser, and finally the ultra-dense packing

is formed again. The white boundary between the lithium block is the new 3DSF

formed further. When all the lithium is completely stripped, it can be seen that the

3DSF can be completely preserved (Figure 2E). The planarized growth of lithium

metal can induce the formation of 3DSF. As shown in Figure S6, the lithiummetal nu-

cleates and grows into a small cylinder, and a thin layer of SEI is formed on the top

and sides. When lithium ions continue to be deposited, the column shows a side

growth, and the side SEI is prone to be broken owing to the poor mechanical

strength. A new layer of SEI is generated owing to the re-contact of the electrolyte

with the lithium metal. This SEI growth mode not only increases the thickness of the

SEI layer, but also increases the mechanical strength of the SEI layer. When the me-

chanical strength of the SEI is sufficient to resist the planar growth of lithiummetal or

being squeezed by other lithium cylindrical SEIs, the lithiummetal continues to grow
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 101080, October 19, 2022 5
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upward. The growth height is proportional to the deposition capacity of the lithium

metal and the SEI will also grow upward. As a result, a new 3DSF structure with high

mechanical strength and excellent chemical stability that can induce the in situ

growth of lithium metal was successfully constructed. In Figure 2F, there are many

small holes inside the large holes, which indicates that the formed 3DSF is a hierar-

chical porous structure. The holes gradually become larger from the bottom to the

top. This is because the lower layer’s lithium blocks have smaller bulk diameters, and

the upper layer continues to be ultra-dense deposition in the form of larger diameter

lithium block. The element-mapping test on this structure was performed, and the

distributions of C, N, O, and F elements are completely consistent with the SEI

and the smaller holes at the bottom are consistent with the distribution of

exposed copper (Figures 2G, 2H, and S7). This indicates that the lithium in the pores

is completely stripped and there is basically no dead lithium. To observe the

deposition of lithium in 3DSF, the completely stripped current collector without

TMF at same current density was deposited from 15 to 60 min. As shown in the

SEM images (Figures 2I–2l), with the increase of deposition capacity, Li metal could

be deposited uniformly and dendrite-free from bottom to top in the SEI framework.

This shows that 3DSF can well induce the uniform deposition of Li metal without

magnetic field.

To further explore the effect of current density and deposition capacity on

the morphology of lithium deposition, the current collector was deposited at

1 mA/cm2 for 1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 h, respectively, and the SEM images of their top

surface and cross-section topography were shown in Figure S8. It can be seen that

the diameter and thickness of the lithium block increases proportionally with the

deposition capacity. To more intuitively compare the effect of deposition capacity

on the deposition morphology of the lithium block, the relation between the diam-

eter and thickness of the lithium block is shown in Figure 3A. It can be seen that when

the deposition capacity reaches 1 mAh/cm2, 5 mAh/cm2, 10 mAh/cm2, 20 mAh/cm2,

and 50 mAh/cm2, the diameter of the lithium block increases to 4.6, 7.5, 10.3, 14.1,

and 20.3 mm, respectively. The thickness also increases to 5.4, 31.9, 65.7, 110.6, and

217.1 mm, respectively. It can be concluded that when the deposition capacity in-

creases, Li metal always exhibits ultra-dense depositing under the 3DSF. Subse-

quently, lithium metal with a capacity of 5 mAh/cm2 was deposited at different cur-

rent densities of 2 mA/cm2, 5 mA/cm2, 10 mA/cm2, 20 mA/cm2, and 50 mA/cm2,

respectively. Their top surface and cross-section topography were observed by

SEM in Figures S8K–S8T. It can be seen that the diameter of the lithium block de-

creases with the increase of the current density, which is 6.9, 4.9, 3.9, 2.4, and

1.7 mm, respectively. While the thickness is kept at around 30 mm owing to the con-

trol of the deposition capacity at 5 mAh/cm2 (Figure 3B). With the high deposition

current density, the lithium metal also exhibits a uniform deposition under TMF.

When increasing the current density, it means that more lithium is deposited on

the current collector at the same time, resulting in an increase in the nucleation sites

on the current collector and then the ultra-dense deposition of lithium metal is

completed in a short time. This is why the diameter of the lithium block decreases

with the increasing of current density. While the thickness of the lithium block is posi-

tively correlated with the lithium deposited capacity. When deposited at the same

current density, the diameter of the lowest lithium layer formed on the current col-

lector is the same. As the deposition capacity increases, the number of lithium layers

also increases and the diameter of the lithium block in each layer increases accord-

ingly. When the deposition amount is large enough, the diameter of the lithium

block gradually increases from the current collector to the top. After all the lithium

is stripped, the pore size of the formed 3DSF also increases gradually. This means
6 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 101080, October 19, 2022



Figure 3. The line graphs about thickness and 3DSF characterization by TEM

(A) Lithium thickness and particle diameter in 1 mA/cm2 for 1, 5 10, 20, and 50 h.

(B) Lithium thickness and particle diameter in 2, 5, 10, 20, and 50 mA/cm2 for the deposition capacity of 5 mAh/cm2.

(C) The 3DSF thickness with the electrodeposition capacity for 1, 5, 10, and 20 h.

(D) The TEM and element mapping images of 3DSF.

(E) The HRTEM images of 3DSF.

(F) The selected-area electron diffraction patterns of 3DSF.
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the thickness and pore size of the 3DSF can be tunable by controlling the current

density and deposition capacity.

To verify that the 3DSF did not grow infinitely with Li depositing and stripping,

lithium metal was stripped after 1 h of deposition at 5 mA/cm2 and 10 mA/cm2,

respectively. The deposition and stripping times were subsequently increased to

1, 5, 10, and 20 h and the cross-section images of the 3DSF were observed by

SEM (Figure S9). The relation between the electrodeposition capacity and thickness

of the 3DSF is shown in Figure 3C. After the first deposition and stripping at

5 mA/cm2 and 10 mA/cm2, the thickness of the 3DSF reached 7.4 and 8.6 mm,

respectively, and then reached 16.6 and 18.3 mm after the fifth deposition and strip-

ping cycles. The difference in thickness is not obvious. But when it came to the tenth

times, the thickness was only 24.2 mm at 5 mA/cm2, while the thickness of 10mA/cm2

reaches 50.5 mm. The thickness of the lithium block with the deposition amount of

5 mAh/cm2 and 10 mAh/cm2 was 31.5 and 65.9 mm, respectively. It showed that

the current density during deposition is not related to the growth rate of 3DSF,

but the deposition capacity (thickness of the lithium block) limits the growth of the

thickness of the 3DSF. The thicknesses of the structures reached 25.7 mm and

62.3 mm after the twentieth deposition and stripping, respectively. This shows that

the growth rate of 3DSF is limited by the thickness of the lithium block with the

same deposition capacity, which means that the growth of the 3DSF can be

controlled. The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was also carried to explore

the composition of the 3DSF. As shown in Figure 3D, its main components are N, O,

and F elements, which are uniformly distributed on 3DSF, and it is consistent with the
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 101080, October 19, 2022 7
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traditional SEI element composition. Figure 3E is a high-resolution TEM (HRTEM)

characterization, and the SEI structure contains a large amount of LiF. Typically,

the lattice spacing of 0.202 nm can be ascribed to a (2 0 0) lattice plane. The pres-

ence of LiF in this pattern is also verified by selected area electron diffraction

(Figure 3F).

To gain an in-depth understanding of the composition of the 3DSF, in situ X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) etching technology was used to characterize

the 3DSF and the common SEI structure. The results were shown in Figures 4A

and S10. Before the common SEI structure etching, the signals of ROCO2Li,

C-C/C-H, C-O, and C=O were detected in the C element (Figure S10), and the con-

tent of ROCO2Li is the highest, which means that the common SEI surface contains a

large amount of organic component. With the increase of etching time, the compo-

sition of ROCO2Li gradually decreases. In the F element spectrum, the surface con-

tains a large amount of –CF3. When the etching time reaches 50 s, a high content of

LiF appears and then gradually decreases with the increase of the etching depth.

From the N element spectrum, the content of Li3N and LiNxOy gradually decreases

with the etching depth from 0 s to 200 s. In the O spectrum, the surface before

etching contains a lot of Li2CO3 and O-C=O structure. With the increase of etching

depth, the composition of Li2O gradually increases and the composition of organic

components slowly decays. Based on the etching results of the four elements (C, N,

O, and F) in common SEI layer, it can be inferred that the element distribution of the

common SEI layer is roughly divided into the double-layer structure. The outer layer

is an organic layer that is easily broken, and the inner layer is an inorganic layer of

Li2O, LiF with stable mechanical strength. Among them, Li3N and organic compo-

nent are embedded in the entire SEI composition. Figure 4B is the histogram of

the element content with the etching time. It can be seen that the C element content

on the surface reached 41.2%. It means the surface contains a large amount of –CF3
and organic components. After etching, the content of O element increases, while

the content of C element decreases slightly, indicating that the underlying inorganic

layer SEI is composed of a large amount of Li2O. This structure is prone to the gen-

eration of dead lithium from the rupture of the SEI. Similarly, in situ XPS etching tests

on the 3DSF was carried out. The content of ROCO2Li in the unetched 3DSF in the C

spectrum is low and the C content decreases rapidly with the etching (Figure 4A). In

the F spectrum, the surface contains a large amount of –CF3 and then high LiF peaks

appears after etching, which is similar to the XPS result of the common SEI. In the N

spectrum, a large amount of Li3N, a small amount of LiNxOy and LiNO2 can be

observed on the surface, indicating that LiNO3 had been reduced. As the etching

depth increases, the composition of each component gradually decreases. The O

spectrum shows that there are some organic component and Li2CO3 on the surface

before etching. But with the deepening of etching, the two components are gradu-

ally converted into Li2O. As shown in Figure 4C, before the etching, the C and O el-

ements accounted for 21.9% and 31.9%, respectively. The reason is that the surface

of the 3DSF has a part of the organic layer. As the etching depth increases, the LiF

content increases greatly, and a small part of Li2O existed. Compared with the com-

mon SEI, the content of organic layer components of 3DSF is extremely low. And the

content of F element is as high as 88.3%, which means that the interior of 3DSF is

basically composed of LiF. LiF is an inorganic lithium salt, which is denser than

organic components. And it has higher mechanical strength, which is more difficult

to decompose in complex electrochemical reactions. So it is easier to form a stable

SEI structure.41 The organic layer exists only at the top of the 3DSF. The 3DSF

composed of LiF has good mechanical strength and ionic conductivity, which can

also induce the uniform dendrite-free deposition of lithium metal.
8 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 101080, October 19, 2022



Figure 4. In-situ XPS etching tests for C, F, N, and O elements and element content distribution

(A–C) (A) In-situ XPS etching at 0, 50, 100, 150, and 200 s on 3DSF. The histogram of the element ratio for N, F, C, and O elements at 0, 50, 100, 150, and

200 s on (B) common SEI structure (C) 3DSF.
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Electrochemical performance of lithium metal battery with 3DSF

To verify that the LiF-rich 3DSF can improve the electrochemical performance of lithium

metal battery, various electrochemical tests were designed. First, to explore the influ-

ence of the TMFon the electrochemical performance of the battery after the 3DSF is sta-

bly formed, the cycling performances of the lithium metal batteries were compared at
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 101080, October 19, 2022 9



Figure 5. Cycling performances of the Li||Li symmetric battery

(A and B) (A) 5 mA/cm2-5 mAh/cm2, (B) 10 mA/cm2-10 mAh/cm2 for removing TMF after a certain cycles.

(C and D) (C) Cycling performances of the Li||Li symmetric battery at (c) 1 mA/cm2–1 mAh/cm2, (D) 50 mA/cm2–10 mAh/cm2.

(E–G) (E) Rate performances of Li||Li symmetrical battery from 1 mA/cm2-1 mAh/cm2 to 10 mA/cm2–1 mAh/cm2 (F) CE of Li||Cu battery at 1 mA/cm2–1

mAh/cm2, (G) long cycle performances of LFP full battery at 3 C.

(H) Rate performances of LFP full battery (18.3 mg/cm2) from 0.5 C to 10 C.

(I) Long cycle performances of LFP full battery (18.3 mg/cm2) at 1 C.
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1 mA/cm2–1 mAh/cm2 with and without the removal of the TMF after 10 cycles (Fig-

ure S11). And the magnet shape, placement position and magnetic flux of the magnet

are shown in the Figure S12. Taking the battery, which cycledwith the same current den-

sity under TMF as the control sample, it is found that there is no obvious difference in the

electrochemical performance between them. This indicates that TMF was only used to

form the stable 3DSF to induce the uniform deposition of lithium metal. From the

perspective of commercialization, the TMF is used to construct a stable and appropriate

3DSF in the subsequent tests and can be removed during the following service life. Sec-

ond, to prove that the performance of the lithium metal battery can also remain stable

without TMF after the complete 3DSF was formed, the lithium metal battery cycled for

5 and 10 times at 5 mA/cm2–5 mAh/cm2 (the number of cycles correspond with the

different thicknesses of the 3DSF) and then the TMFwas removed (Figure 5A). The other

experiment is that the lithiummetal batterywas cycledat 10mA/cm2–10mAh/cm2 for 10

and 20 cycles before removing the TMF to study the cycle performances of the lithium

metal batteries (Figure5B). Thedifference fromFigure5A is that the lithiummetal battery

with TMF removed after 10 cycles shows a severe polarization. However, the lithium

metal batterywithTMF removedafter 20cycles stillmaintains agoodcycleperformance.
10 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 101080, October 19, 2022
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Combinedwith the previous conclusions, the thickness of the 3DSF formed by 10 cycles

at 10mAh/cm2 is 50.5 mm (Figure S9G), while the thickness of lithiummetal with 10mAh/

cm2 deposition capacity is 65.7 mm (Figure S8H).When the thickness of Limetal is higher

than that of the 3DSF, the 3DSF has limited effect on the deposition of excess Li metal.

However, after 20 cycles of deposition and stripping, the thickness of the 3DSF reaches

62.3 mm, which is similar to the thickness of lithium metal with a deposition capacity of

10 mAh/cm2. Therefore, the 3DSF is complete enough to guide the uniform deposition

of lithium metal. When the 3DSF is formed completely enough with the TMF and the

thickness of lithium metal is lower than that of the 3DSF in the deposition and stripping

process, the lithiummetal battery can still maintain a stable cycle in the absence of TMF

and this almost cost-free design ismore conducive to commercial applications. To verify

that this 3DSF can enhance the cycling stability of Li metal battery, the electrochemical

performance tests of Li||Li symmetric battery and Li||Cu battery during Li depositing

and stripping were also designed. As shown in Figure 5C, the Li||Li symmetric battery

has a stable deposition and stripping performance at a low current density and capacity

of 1 mA/cm2–1 mAh/cm2 for 1,700 h with the 3DSF, while the battery has severe polar-

izationat around350hwithout 3DSF, leading to thebattery failure.At a highcurrentden-

sity, lithium ions will cause dendrite growth owing to the high concentration gradient.

Therefore, the stability of the electrode at high current density is an important part of

measuring the performance of lithium metal battery. In Figure 5D, the current density

was increased to 50 mA/cm2 with an area capacity of 10 mAh/cm2. It can be seen that

the battery without 3DSF failed at 100 h because of the large polarization voltage, but

the battery with 3DSF kept the voltage stable during the 1,300 times cycling in 520 h.

The rate performance was shown in Figure 5E. The voltage polarization of the battery

with 3DSF remained stable from 1 mA/cm2 to 10 mA/cm2, while the battery without

3DSF had severe polarization when the current density reached 10 mA/cm2. The above

series of electrochemical performance verifies that the 3DSF formed under the TMF can

maintain the cycle stability in the process of high current density or low-to-high current

density conversion, and the3DSFcanbeeffective and stable for a long time toaccelerate

themass transfer of lithium ions, so that lithiummetal grows in the framework and funda-

mentally inhibits the formation of lithium dendrites. To further verify the commercializa-

tion potential of the 3DSF in lithiummetal battery, theCoulombic efficiency of Li||Cubat-

tery and the cycle performances of the Li||LFP full batteries were tested. Owing to the

excess lithium source of the coin cell, the Coulombic efficiency of the full battery hardly

reflects the loss of lithium during depositing and stripping. Therefore, the Coulombic

efficiency of Li||Cu battery with 3DSF was tested first. As shown in Figure 5F, the

Coulombic efficiency of the Li||Cubatterywith 3DSF reaches99.0%at the current density

of 1 mA/cm2, while the Coulombic efficiency of the Li||Cu battery without 3DSF is only

93.3% after 100 cycles. It proves that after the stable 3DSF is formed, the lithium ions

can be well guided for uniform deposition and the generation of dead lithium can be

avoided. Longcycleelectrochemicalperformanceon theLi||LFP full battery at the current

densityof 3Cwas carriedout inFigure5G.Thebatterywith3DSFhasan initial capacityof

120mAh/g and the capacity retention rate after 1,000 cycles is 92.8%, while the capacity

retention rate of battery without 3DSF cycled after 1,000 cycles is only 59.4%. To match

the stabilityof the Limetal anodeathighcurrentdensity, high-loadingLFP (18.3mg/cm2)

electrodewas assembled for full battery testing. The rateperformancewith high-loading

LFP was shown in Figure 5H. Compared with the battery with 3DSF, the capacity of the

control sample shows a sharp decrease trend at 1C, which proves that the lithium anode

with 3DSF can still be effective at ultra-high current density. The long-term cycle perfor-

manceof high-loadingLFP full batterywas shown inFigure 5I. The capacity of thebattery

with 3DSFmaintains 98.2% at 1C after 150 cycles, but the capacity of the control sample

collapses to 30 mAh/g in a short period of time. The above data prove that the 3DSF
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 101080, October 19, 2022 11
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formed by the TMF can still maintain the uniform deposition of lithium ions at a high cur-

rent density and suppress the generation of lithium dendrites.

In conclusion, we designed a 3DSF structure owing to the slow ion diffusion effect and

the disorder homogenization effect of lithium ions under TMF with no additional costs.

Lithium ions can be uniformly deposited in the form of spiral motion under the TMF, and

the planarized growth of lithium metal can further induce the formation of 3DSF. This

3DSF structure can induce the bottom-up deposition of lithium ions in stable lithium

channels. It canmaintain good cycle performance even under the ultra-high current den-

sity of 50 mA/cm2 for more than 1,300 cycles. This design is expected to provide new

ideas for developing a new generation of high-energy density batteries.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to

and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Xu Xu (xuxu@whut.edu.cn).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

The authors declare that data supporting the results of this study are available in the

paper and supplemental information. All other data are available from the lead con-

tact upon reasonable request.

Fabrication of 3DSF/Li

First, the commercial copper foil was washed by acetone, ethanol and deionized wa-

ter, and dried in vacuum. The Cu electrode diameter was fixed at 10 mm and waiting

for lithium metal deposition. The TMF and VMF are generated by the magnets pur-

chased in Xinhongchang magnetic industry. By adjusting the number of magnets

and the distance between the magnets and the cell, the magnetic induction intensity

at the battery can reach 100 mT. Each tested battery will be put far enough to elim-

inate the additional influence of other magnets on the battery.

Materials characterizations

SEM (Pharos-0092-F) is used to characterize the morphology and structure of mate-

rials at a voltage of 10 kV, and the elemental mappings were also collected on

JEOL�7100F. TEM and HRTEM were executed with a Titan G2 60–300 with EDS im-

age corrector. Optical images are obtained by a mobile phone. In situ microscope

images are obtained in real time by the combination of microscope and electro-

chemical workstation. XPS spectra were obtained from AXIS SUPRA with working

voltage of 15 kV, current of 10 mA, and step length of 0.1 eV.

Electrochemical measurements

All electrochemical characterizations are based on 2,025 button cell assembled in a glo-

vebox filled with pure argon, and operated at room temperature. A Celgard 2400 poly-

propylenewas usedas the separator. Electrolyte used to test themodified Li anodeper-

formance was 35 mL of 1.0 M LiTFSI in a liquid mixture of 1, 2-dimethoxyethane and 1,

3-dioxolane (1:1 in volume) with 1wt%LiNO3 additive. The forming3DSF on the copper

foil (depositedat a currentdensityof 10mA/cm2 for 1 hunder theTMFand thencharged

to 1 V after 10 cycles) and lithium platinumwere assembled into Li||Cu battery. The Li||Li

symmetricbatterywasassembledbydepositing acertainamountofmetal lithiumon the
12 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 101080, October 19, 2022
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3DSF as electrodes. And the lithium metal battery without TMF treatment was set as a

control sample. The diameter of both Li/Cu anodes and the control anodes is around

12 mm. Commercial LFP were used as working electrodes with 35 mL of 1.0 M LiTFSI

in a liquid mixture of 1,2-dimethoxyethane, and 1,3-dioxolane (1:1 in volume) with

1 wt% LiNO3 additive. The cycling measurements were performed with a multichannel

battery testing system (Neware). The voltage range of Cu/Li||LFP was 2.5�4.1 V. The

load of LFP cathode with low load was 2.3 mg/cm2 and the high LFP load was

18.3 mg/cm2. Owing to the particularity of the TMF, the magnetic field at the center

of the Cu foil is actually a VMF. The difference between the two magnetic fields can

be clearly seen by observing the center of the Cu foil. The deposited lithium metal at

the center shows dendrite growth, and it is difficult to form a stable SEI structure after

removing themetal lithium. This is also the reason that hinders this design from obtain-

ing better performance. (Figure S13).

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xcrp.

2022.101080.
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